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Abstract— Topology control has been well studied in
wireless ad hoc networks. However, only a few topology
control methods take into account the low interference as
a goal of the methods. Some researchers tried to reduce
the interference by lowering node energy consumption
(i.e. by reducing the transmission power) or by devising
low degree topology controls, but none of those protocols
can guarantee low interference. Recently, Burkhart et
al. [?] proposed several methods to construct topologies
whose maximum link interference is minimized while
the topology is connected or is a spanner for Euclidean
length. In this paper we give algorithms to construct a
network topology for wireless ad hoc network such that the
maximum (or average) link (or node) interference of the
topology is either minimized or approximately minimized.

Index Terms— Topology control, interference, wireless
ad hoc networks.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Wireless networks have become increasingly impor-
tant with the requirement for enhanced data and multi-
media communications in ad hoc environments. While
single hop wireless networks, orinfrastructured networks
are common, there are a growing number of applications
which require multi-hop wireless infrastructure which
does not necessarily depend one any fixed base-station.
Wireless ad hoc network needs some special treatment
as it intrinsically has its own special characteristics
and some unavoidable limitations compared with wired
networks. For example, wireless nodes are often powered
by batteries only and they often have limited memories.
A transmission by a wireless device is often received by
many nodes within its vicinity, which possibly causes
signal interferences at these neighboring nodes. On the
other hand, we can also utilize this property to save the
communications needed to send some information. Un-
like most traditional static communication devices, the
wireless devices often move during the communication.
Therefore, it is more challenging to design a network

protocol for wireless ad hoc networks. which is suitable
for designing an efficient routing scheme to save energy
and storage memory consumption, than the traditional
wired networks. For simplification, we assume that the
wireless nodes are quasi-static for a period of time.

Energy conservation is one of the critical issues in
designing wireless ad hoc networks. Many aspects of
the networking will affect the energy consumption of
the wireless networks, such as the physical electronic
design, the medium access control (MAC) protocols, the
routing protocols, and so on. Topology control, a layer
between MAC and routing protocol, provides another
dimension to save the energy consumption of the wire-
less networks. In the literature, most of the research in
the topology control is about adjusting the transmission
power, or designing somesparsenetwork topologies that
can result in more efficient routing methods. However,
less attention is paid to minimize the interference caused
by this structures when we perform routing on top of
them. Notice that, if a topology has a large interference,
then either many signals sent by nodes will collide (if
no collision avoidance MAC is used), or the network
may experience serious delay at delivering the data for
some nodes, which in turn may cause larger energy
consumption.

In wireless ad hoc networks, each wireless device
can selectively decide which nodes to communicate
either by adjusting its transmission power, or by only
maintaining the communication links with some special
nodes within its transmission range. Maintaining a small
number of communication links will also speed up the
routing protocols in addition to possibly alleviate the
interferences among simultaneous transmissions,and also
to possibly save the energy consumption. The question
in topology control we have to deal with is how to
design a network such that it ensures attractive network
features such as bounded node degree, low-stretch factor
(or called spanning ratio), linear number of links, and
more importantly, low interference. In recent years, there
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was a substantial amount of research on topology control
for wireless ad hoc networks [?], [?], [?], [?], [?],
[?], [?]. However, none of these structures proposed in
the literature cantheoretically bound the ratio of the
interference of the constructed structure over the inter-
ference of the respected optimum structure. A common
assumption in the topology control methods is thatlow
node degree implies small interference, which is not
always true, as shown in [?]. Notice that, in practice,
almost all topology control methods will select short
links and avoid longer links. However, even selecting
“short” links only cannot guarantee that the interference
of the resulting topology is within a constant factor
of that of the optimum structure. Further, even only
letting each node only connect to its nearest neighbors1,
the resulting communication graph2 may still have an
interference arbitrarily, up toO(n) factor, larger than
the optimum. Recently, Burkhartet al. [?] proposed
several methods to construct topologies whose maximum
link interference is minimized while the topology is
connected or is a spanner for Euclidean length.

In this paper we give algorithms to construct a
network topology for wireless ad hoc network such that
the maximum link (or node), or the average interference
of the topology is either minimized or approximately
minimized. We also study how to construct topology
locally with small interference while it is power efficient
for unicast routing.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section ??, we specifically discuss what network
model is used in this paper, and how we define the
interference of a topology. In Section??, we propose
several methods to construct various topologies such
that the maximum link interference or the average link
interference of the topology is minimized. In Section
??, we proposed several methods to construct various
topologies such that the maximum node interference
or the average node interference of the topology is
minimized. We conclude our paper in Section?? and
also point out some future works.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Network Model

We consider a wireless ad hoc network (or sensor
network) with all nodes distributed in a two dimensional
plane. It is assumed in our paper that all wireless nodes

1Here we assume a symmetric communication. In other words, the
radiusru of a nodeu is set asmax(ux, uy), where nodeu is the
nearest neighbor of nodex, and nodey is the nearest neighbor of
nodeu.

2Two nodesu andv are connected ifuv ≤ min ru, rv.

have distinctive identities and each wireless nodeu has
a maximum transmission rangeRu. We only consider
undirected (symmetric) communication links meaning
that a message sent over a link can be acknowledged by
the receiver. In other words, linkuv exists if and only if
the Euclidean distance between nodesu andv, denoted
by ‖uv‖, is less thanRu and Rv. It is required that
the graph is connected if all nodes use their maximum
transmission ranges, otherwise devising a topology that
preserves the connectivity is not possible.

Energy conservation is a critical issue in wireless
ad hoc networks. The energy needed to support the
communication between from nodeu to another node
v is composed of three parts: (1) the energy used by
nodeu to process the signal, (2) the energy needed to
compensate the path loss of the signal fromu to v,
and (3) the energy needed by nodev to process the
signal. In the literature, the following path loss model
is widely adopted: the signal strength received by a
node v is p1/rα, where p1 is the signal strength at
one meter,r is the distance of nodev from the source
node u, and α is a path loss gradient, depending on
the transmission environment. Consequently, the least
signal needed to support the communication between
two nodesu andv separated by distancer is c1 + c2r

α,
wherec1, and c2 are some constants depending on the
electronic characteristics and the antenna characteristics
of the wireless devices. Thus, we define the energy cost
c(uv) for each link asc(uv) = c1 + c2 · ‖uv‖α.

We also assume that each wireless device can
adjust its transmission power to any value from0 to its
maximum transmission power or to a given sequence of
transmission powers. Furthermore, in the literature it is
often assumed that each wireless deviceu can adjust its
transmission power for every transmission depending on
the intended receiverv: nodeu will use the minimum
transmission power available to reach nodev. Some
researchers assume that, given a undirected network
topology H, each wireless device will only adjust its
transmission power to the minimum power such that it
can reach its farthest neighbor inH. In this paper, we
will consider all possible power adjustments.

B. Topology Control

Due to the limited power and memory, a wireless
node prefers to only maintain the information of a
subset of neighbors it can communicate, which is called
topology control. In recent years, there is a substantial
amount of research on topology control for wireless ad
hoc networks [?], [?], [?], [?], [?]. These algorithms
are designed for different objectives: minimizing the
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maximum link length (or node power) while maintaining
the network connectivity [?]; bounding the node degree
[?]; bounding the spanning ratio [?], [?]; constructing
planar spanner locally [?]. Here a subgraphH of a
graph G is a length (or power) spanner ofG if, for
any two nodes, the length (or power) of the shortest-
path connecting them inH is no more than a constant
factor of the length of the shortest-path connecting them
in the original graphG. Planar structures are used by
several localized routing algorithms [?]. In [?], Li et
al. proposed the first localized algorithm to construct a
bounded degree planar spanner. Recently, Li, Hou and
Sha [?] proposed a novel local MST-based method for
topology control and broadcasting. In [?], [?], Li et al.
proposed several new structures that approximate the
Euclidean minimum spanning tree while the structures
can be constructed using local information only and with
O(n) total messages.

However, none of these structures proposed in the
literature cantheoreticallybound the ratio of the interfer-
ence of the constructed structure over the interference of
the respected optimum structure. Recently, Burkhartet
al. [?] proposed several methods to construct topologies
whose maximum link interference is minimized while
the topology is connected or is a spanner for Euclidean
length.

C. What is interference?

As mentioned earlier, the ultimate goal of the topol-
ogy control is to conserve the energy consumption of
the wireless networks. It has been pointed out that the
topology control algorithms should not only consider
adjusting the transmission power of nodes, bounding
the number of nodes a node has to communicate, or
bounding the power spanning ratio of the structure, but
also to minimize the inherent interference of the structure
so multiple parallel transmissions can happen simultane-
ously, and the number of retransmissions is decreased.
Then a natural question is “What is the interference of a
structure?”. In this subsection, we will discuss different
models of defining the interference of a structure.

The interference model propose in [?] is based on
the current network traffic. However, this model requires
a priori information about the traffic in a network, which
is often not available when designing the network topol-
ogy due to the fact that the amount of the network traffic
is often random and depends on the upper application
layer. Thus, when we design a network topology to
minimize the “interference”, we prefer a static model of
interference that is depending solely on a the distribution
of the wireless nodes and, maybe, their transmission
ranges.

Notice that, symmetric links are often preferred in
wireless communications. In other words, a linkuv exists
in the communication graph if these two nodesu andv
can communicate with each other directly, i.e.,|uv| ≤
min(ru, rv). Using this observation, Burkhartet al. [?]
define the interference of a linkuv as the number of
nodes covered by two disks centered atu and v with
radius‖uv‖. LetD(u, r) denote the disk centered at node
u with radiusr. Specifically, they define the coverage of
a link uv as

cov(uv) = {w | w is covered by D(u, |uv|) or D(v, |uv|)}.
Here,cov(uv) represents the set of all nodes that could
be affected by nodeu or by nodev when they commu-
nicate with each other using exactly the minimum power
needed to reach each other. We call this interference
model asInterference based on Coverage model, and
will use IC(uv) to denote the interference of a linkuv
under this model. This model is chosen since whenever
a link uv is used for a send-receive transaction all nodes
whose distance to nodeu or to nodev is less than‖uv‖
will be affected.

The network is then represented by a geometric
undirectedweightedgraph,G = (V, E, W ), with ver-
tices representing wireless nodes, and edges representing
communication links. The weight of each linkuv is
its interference numberIC(uv). See Figure?? for an
illustration. After assigning weights to all links, we call

u v

Fig. 1. The interference of linkuv is the number of wireless nodes
whose distance to nodeu or to nodev is less than‖uv‖.

the graph theinterference graph. Then, Burkhartet al.
[?] proposed centralized methods to select a connected
spanning subgraph of this interference graph while the
maximum interference of selected links is minimized.
They also proposed centralized and localized methods
to select subgraphs with additional requirement that the
subgraph is an Euclidean length spanner of the original
communication graph.

Thus, given a subgraphH of the original commu-
nication graphG of n wireless devices, the maximum
interference, denoted asMIC(H), of this structureH is
defined asmaxe∈H IC(e), and the average interference,
denoted asTIC(H), of this structureH is defined as∑

e∈H IC(e)/n.
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Notice that, in practice, the wireless devices often
cannot adjust their transmission powers to any number
from 0 to their maximum transmission powers. Usually,
there are a sequence of discrete power levels that the
wireless device can choose from. In this discrete power
model, we clearly can extend the interference based on
coverage modelIC as follows. Given any linkuv, let
Puv be the minimum power level such that nodesu and
v can reach each other using this power, and letruv be
the corresponding transmission range using the power
Puv, i.e. Puv = c1 + c2 · rα

uv. Then, the coverage of a
link uv is defined as

cov(uv) = {w | w is covered by D(u, ruv) or D(v, ruv)}.

And the interferenceIC(uv) of a link uv is then the
cardinality of cov(uv). In the remainder of the paper,
we will not distinguish this model from the model used
[?]: we always useIC(uv) to denote the interference of
a link in both models.

Notice that the interference model used in [?]
implicitly assume that the nodeu will send message to
v and nodev will send message tou at the same time.
We argue that whenu sends data to nodev, typically
node v only has to send a very short ack message
to u. The communication then becomes one way by
ignoring this small ack message fromv. Clearly, when
v is receiving message from nodeu, the nodes “nearby”
nodev cannot send any data, otherwise, the signal from
u to v will be colliding and thus interference occurs.
Theoretically speaking, the transmission by another node
w causes the interference with the transmission from
node u to nodev if the signal to noise ratio (SINR)
of the signal received by nodev is below the threshold
3 of nodev when nodew transmits at a given power.
To simplify the analysis of SINR, we assume that the
transmission of a nodew causes such interference if
nodev is within the transmission range ofw. In other
words, we say an interference occurs whenv is within
the transmission ranges of both nodeu and nodew, and
both nodeu and nodew transmit signal tov. The number
of such nodesw is the total number of nodes whose
transmission will cause the interference of the signal
received by nodev. Considering such a nodew, then
the transmission of nodew may cause interference to
all nodes within its transmission range. Thus, to alleviate
the interference, we would like to minimize the number
of nodes within the transmission range of nodew. We
call such interference model asInterference based on

3The threshold of nodev depends on the sensitivity of the antenna
of node nodev, the modulation technique of the signal, and other
factors.

Transmission model and will useITH(w) to denote the
interference of a nodew under a given network topology
H.

Thus, given a subgraphH of the original communi-
cation graphG, the transmission range of each nodeu is
defined asru = maxuv∈H ‖uv‖. The interference num-
ber ITH(u) of a nodeu under Interference based on
Transmission model is then defined as the cardinality
of the set{v | ‖uv‖ ≤ ru}. The maximum interference
of this structureH is defined asmaxu∈V ITH(u), and
the average interference of this structureH is defined as∑

u∈V ITH(u)/n.

III. L INK BASED INTERFERENCE

In this section, we design algorithms for topology
control that minimize the maximum or the average inter-
ference of the resulting topology while preserving some
properties of the network topology such as connectivity.

A. Minimizing the Maximum Interference

Definition 1: TheM IN-MAX link interference with
a propertyP problem is to construct a subgraphH
of a given communication graphG = (V, E) such
that the maximum interferenceMIC(H) of structureH
achieves the minimum among all subgraphs ofG that
have a given propertyP.

Essentially, in [?], Burkhartet al.gave a centralized
method to construct a connected topology that mini-
mizes the maximum interference. He also introduced
centralized and localized methods for the theM IN-MAX

link interference with a propertybounded Euclidean
spaning ratio. In their algorithm (called LIFE) edges are
sorted by their weights (interference) in ascending order.
Starting from the edge with minimum weight, in each
iteration of the algorithm an edgeuv is processed. If
nodesu andv are already connected, the edgeuv is just
ignored and otherwise it will be added to the topology.
The algorithm continues till a connected graph is con-
structed. Clearly, the time complexity of this approach
is O(m log m + hn), whereh is the number of links in
the final structureH. If a t-spanner structure is needed,
they [?] add a linkuv if the shortest path connectingu
and v using previously added “short” links has length
larger thant times the length of linkuv; otherwise, link
uv will not be added. Clearly, the time complexity of
this approach isO(m log m + h(h + n log n)).

A graph propertyP is calledpolynomially verifiable
if we can test whether any given graphH has this
propertyP in polynomial time in the size of the graph
H. For example, the connectivity property is polynomi-
ally verifiable, the bounded spanning ratio property is
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polynomially verifiable, thek-connectivity property is
polynomially verifiable. Assume that we are given any
polynomially verifiablepropertyP. The following binary
search based approach is then straightforward.

Algorithm 1: Min-Max Link Interference with a
given propertyP

1) Sort the weight (i.e., interference number) of all
links in ascending order. Letw1, w2, · · · , wm be
the sorted list of link weights. LetU = m and
L = 1. Repeat the following steps untilU = L.

2) Let i = bL+U
2 c andw = wi.

3) Test if the structureH formed by all links with
weight ≤ w has the propertyP. If it does, then
U = i, otherwise, thenL = i.

Assume that the time complexity to test whether a
given structureH (with n vertices and at mostm links)
has a propertyP takes timeβP(m,n). It is easy to show
that the above binary search based approach has time
complexityO(m log m+βP(m,n) · log n). For example,
to test whether a structure is connected can be done in
time O(n), which implies that the min-max interference
with connectivity can be done in timeO(m log m +
n log n) = O(m log n). Testing whether a given structure
H is a t-spanner of the original graphG can be done
in time O(n(n log n + m)) = O(n2 log n + mn), which
implies that the min-max interference witht-spannercan
be done in timeO(m log m + n2 log2 n + mn log n) =
O(n log n(m + n log n)) using a binary search based
approach described by Algorithm??.

The following theorem is obvious.
Theorem 1:For a given propertyP, Algorithm ??

gives the optimum solution forM IN-MAX link interfer-
ence problem .

B. Minimizing the Average Interference

The maximum interference of the structure captures
the worst link on the structure, however, it does not
capture the overall performance of the structure in terms
of the interference. In this section, we design algorithms
that will minimize the average interferences of the
structure while preserving some additional propertyP.

Definition 2: The M IN-AVERAGE link interference
with a propertyP problem is to construct a subgraph
H of a given communication graphG = (V, E) such
that the average interferenceTIC(H) of structureH
achieves the minimum among all subgraphs ofG that
have a given propertyP.

When the given propertyP is just merely the
connectivity of structure, to solveM IN-AVERAGE link
interference with a propertyP problem, it suffices to find
the minimum spanning tree of the interference graph.

The following lemma proves that the MST gives the
optimum answer.

Lemma 2:MST gives the optimum solution for
M IN-AVERAGE link interference withconnectivity.
PROOF. Assume the optimum graph, sayG′, is not
MST and preserves connectivity. Since the average link
interference inG′ is equivalent to summation of link
weights in G′ it requires thatG′ has the minimum
weight. SinceG′ is not MST, it must have weight less
that MST which is impossible.

Note that we will construct the minimum spanning
tree of the interference graph, which is different from
the Euclidean minimum spanning tree. Actually, the
Euclidean MST (i.e. where the weight of each edge is the
Euclidean length of the edge) can beΩ(n) times worse
than the optimum for link interferenceM IN-AVERAGE

problem. The example illustrated by Figure 5 in [?] can
be used to show that the Euclidean MST can be very
bad for both link interferenceM IN-MAX and the link
interferenceM IN-AVERAGE problem. For that example,
the maximum interference of the Euclidean MST isO(n)
and the average interference of the Euclidean MST is
alsoO(n), while in the optimum structure, the maximum
interference isO(1), and the average interference is also
O(1). Thus, Euclidean MST isΩ(n) times worse than
the optimum solution for both criteria. Notice thatΩ(n)
is the worst possible ratio for any structure for both
the M IN-MAX and theM IN-AVERAGE link interference
problem.

Preserving the connectivity of the final structureH
and minimizing the average interference can be optimally
solved using the minimum spanning tree, it will be NP-
hard to find the optimum structure when the propertyP
is additive, e.g., being at-spanner.

IV. N ODE INTERFERENCE

In this section we define interference for each node
instead of defining interference for each link. To study
node interference problem we define two models. The
first model is based on link interference and the second
model is based on the number of nodes that are in the
transmission region of a node.

A. Node Interference via Link

Given a network topologyH, a nodeu will then
only communicate using links inH. If node u com-
municates with a neighborv with uv ∈ H, node u
may experience the interference fromIC(uv) number
of nodes. We then would like to know what is the worst
interference number experienced by nodeu, i.e., we are
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then interested inIC(u) = maxuv∈H IC(uv). In this
model the interference of each nodeu is the maximum
link interference of all links incident to it.

Definition 3: NODE INTERFERENCE (MODEL 1):
Given a structureH, the interference of a nodeu is
defined as the maximum interference of all links incident
on u, i.e.,

ICH(u) = max
uv∈H

IC(uv).
Then the maximum node interference of a structure

is defined asMNIC(H) = maxu∈V ICH(u), and the
average node interference of a structure is defined as
TNIC(H) =

∑
u∈V ICH(u)/n.

1) Minimizing the Maximum Interference:First, we
would like to minimize the maximum node interference.

Definition 4: The M IN-MAX node interference
with a propertyP problem is to construct a subgraphH
of a given communication graphG = (V,E) such that
the maximum node interferenceMNIC(H) of structure
H achieves the minimum among all subgraphs ofG that
have a given propertyP.

Notice that the node interference of a node now
depends on the final topology, which introduces a level
of difficulty compared with the link interference studied
in subsection??. We first study how to find a connected
topology whose maximum node interference is mini-
mized. Surprisingly enough, we found that the minimum
spanning tree based approach still produces the optimum
network topology.

Theorem 3:MST produces an optimum structure
for M IN-MAX Node Interference for connectivity prob-
lem.
PROOF. Assume the MST is not optimum andOPT is
an optimum structure. Consider the edge with the highest
interference in MST, saye. Then edgee doesn’t belong
to OPT (otherwise structure MST would have been the
optimum) and also the interference of all edges inOPT
is less than the interference of edgee. This means a
connected graph can be constructed with using edges
whose interference is less than the interference of edge
e, and this violates the definition of MST.

2) Minimizing the Average Interference:Similarly,
we can also minimize the average node interference of
the structure.

Definition 5: The M IN-AVERAGE node interfer-
ence with a propertyP problem is to construct a sub-
graphH of a given communication graphG = (V, E)
such that the average node interferenceTNIC(H) of
structureH achieves the minimum among all subgraphs
of G that have a given propertyP.

Solving theM IN-AVERAGE node interference with
a propertyP is not easy and since the simple form of this

problem by requiring a connectivity property is similar
to the min-average power symmetric connectivity, which
is well-known to be NP-Hard. Thus, instead of trying to
solve it optimally, we first give a good approximation
algorithm to achieve the connectivity property. The fol-
lowing theorem proves that the MST (of the interference
graphG) is a 2-approximation for theM IN-AVERAGE

node interference with connectivity.
Theorem 4:MST is a 2-approximation for the

M IN-AVERAGE node interference with connectivity
problem.
PROOF. Consider any spanning treeT and let I(T )
denote the average node interference of graphT and let
W (T ) denote the total weight of the links of graphT .
Note that here the weight of each link is the interference
of that link. Since the weight of each edge is assigned to
at most two nodes,I(T ) ≤ 2W (T ). On the other hand,
consider the spanning tree as a tree rooted at some nodes.
For any leaf nodeu, the interference of the link that con-
nectsu to its parent is the interference that is assigned to
nodeu; for any internal nodev, the interference assigned
to nodeu is less than or equal to the interference of the
link between nodev and its parent in the tree; and the
interference assigned to root is some value greater than
zero. Thus, the total interference of the nodes is greater
than the total interference of the links and we have
W (T ) < I(T ). Now letOPT be the optimum structure.
Clearly OPT is a spanning tree (i.e., cycles can be
removed if there is any without increasing the average
interference). We haveI(MST ) ≤ 2W (MST ). Since
MST is the minimum weight spanning tree,W (MST ) ≤
W (OPT ) and W (OPT ) < I(OPT ). Consequently,
I(MST ) < 2I(OPT ). This finishes the proof.

The MST based heuristics also works if the weight
of each edge is some quality such as the power needed
to support the link, the delay of the link, or the SINR
(Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio). Again, the
Euclidean MST can beΩ(n) times worse than the
optimum. Since the maximum interference is at most
O(n2), obviouslyΩ(n) is the worst possible ratio.

B. Transmission based Interference

Notice that, when a topologyH is used for routing,
each wireless node typically adjusts its transmission
power to the minimum that can reach its farthest neigh-
bor in H. Considering this power level, we say that
the the interference of each nodeu is the number of
nodes inside its transmission range. Letru denote the
transmission range of nodeu then the node interference
is defined as follows:
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Definition 6: NODE INTERFERENCE (MODEL 2):
Given a structureH, the interference of a nodeu is
number of nodes inside its transmission range, i.e.,

ITH(u) := |{v | ‖uv‖ ≤ ru}|.
Hereru = maxuv∈H ‖uv‖.

Then similarly the maximum node interference
of a structure is then defined asMNIT (H) =
maxu∈V ITH(u), and the average node interference
of a structure is then defined asTNIT (H) =∑

u∈V ITH(u)/n.
1) Minimizing the Maximum Interference:First, we

would like to minimize the maximum node interference.
Definition 7: The M IN-MAX node interference

with a propertyP problem is to construct a subgraphH
of a given communication graphG = (V,E) such that
the maximum node interferenceMNIT (H) of structure
H achieves the minimum among all subgraphs ofG that
have a given propertyP.

Consider nodeu and let N(u) be the number of
neighbors of nodeu when nodeu adjusts its transmission
range to maximum. Nodeu can adjust its transmission
range to have exactlyk neighbors (0 ≤ k ≤ N(u)).
In other words, each nodeu can set its interference to
any value between0 andN(u) by using the appropriate
transmission range. Having this property, solving the
M IN-MAX node interference with a propertyP problem
is only a simple binary search.

Algorithm 2: M IN-MAX Node Interference with a
propertyP for model 2.

1) Let U = n − 1 and L = 1. Repeat the following
steps untilU = L.

2) Let i = bL+U
2 c and letHi be the graph formed by

connecting each nodeu to its first i-shortest links.
Notice that, ifu has less thani neighbors in the
original graph, thenu will only connect to all its
N(u) neighbors.

3) Test if the structureHi has the propertyP. If it
does, thenU = i, otherwise, thenL = i.

Assume Algorithm?? gives an interference value
i. Since setting the interference of each node to a value
less thani cannot preserve the propertyP. The following
theorem is then obvious.

Theorem 5:Algorithm ?? produces the optimum
solution for the M IN-MAX Node Interference with a
propertyP.

2) Minimizing the Average Interference:Similarly,
we can also minimize the average node interference of
the structure.

Definition 8: The M IN-AVERAGE node interfer-
ence with a propertyP problem is to construct a sub-
graphH of a given communication graphG = (V, E)

such that the average node interferenceTNIT (H) of
structureH achieves the minimum among all subgraphs
of G that have a given propertyP.

Solving theM IN-AVERAGE node interference prob-
lem for Model 2 is not easy and it seems to be NP-Hard
to find the optimum answer. Here we give an efficient
heuristics to find a structure that is practically good.

We construct a directed graphG′ = (V ′, E′,W ′)
as follows: for each edgeuv of G, we introduce two
additional vertices[uv] and [vu]. Each nodeu, sorts its
neighborsv1, v2, ..., vk in ascending order of distances
from u. Then we connect nodeu to node [uv1] using
directed link u[uv1] and we assign weight1 to it;
we also define a directed link[uv1]u and we assign
weight 0 to link [uv1]u. We also connect vertices[uvi]
and [uvi+1] using two directed links[uvi][uvi+1] and
[uvi+1][uvi] (1 ≤ i < k) and assign weight 1 to all
those links[uvi][uvi+1] and we assign weight0 to all
links [uvi+1][uvi] (1 ≤ i < k). All pairs [uv], [vu]
are connected also. Assume nodeu is the pth nearest
neighbor of nodev and nodev is theqth nearest neighbor
of nodeu. Then we assign weightp to the edge[uv][vu]
and weightq to [vu][uv]. See Figure?? and Figure??
for an illustration. Figure?? depicts the original graph
and Figure?? shows the transformed graph. All dashed
edges have weight0. Now we start from any nodeu ∈ V
and we solve the min-cost multicast problem to all other
nodes v ∈ V . It is easy to show that the min-cost
multicast problem inG′ is equal to the min-average node
interference graph inG.

y

x
u

v

Fig. 2. The original communication graph.

We then introduce a greedy based algorithm for
this multicast problem in the directed graphG′. The
algorithm starts with and empty set ofprocessed nodes,
denoted byA, and picks a random nodeu and puts it in
the setA. We define the distance between a nodev that
does not belong to setA and setA as the shortest path
starting from a node in setA to v. Then in each iteration
the node that is the closest to the setA is added to set
A and the distances of nodes to the setA is updated.
The algorithm continues till all desired nodes are inA.
Let Hu be the final structure constructed when nodeu
is first put to the setA.
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Fig. 3. The transformed graph.

To find the best structure possible, we will construct
the structuresHvi

for all nodesvi ∈ V and then finds the
structure with the minimum average nodal interference.

The approach used in this algorithm is like the
Prim’s algorithm. The set of nodesV is divided into
two setsS and V − S, a random node is put inS and
in each iteration the nodeclosestto the setS is added
to it till S = V . Now we have to define the distance
between a nodev ∈ V − S and the setS. Consider
edgeuv such thatu ∈ S and v ∈ V − S, if this edge
is added then the interference of nodesu and v might
increase, we define this incremental interference as the
weight of edgeuv, and like Prim’s algorithm the distance
of nodev from the setS is the weight of the shortest
edge connectingv to S. Whenever an edgeuv is added
The adjustable transmission range of nodesu and v is
updated if necessary.

There is another heuristic to solve this problem.
This heuristic in only slightly different. We start fromn
components and each component has exactly one node.
In each iteration two components that are the closest
to each other are merged. Edge weights are defined the
same way and the distance between two components is
defines as the weight of the shortest edge connecting
them. The algorithm continues till there is only one
component left. Our simulation results show that this
simple trick slightly improves the performance.

V. L OCALIZED APPROACHES

In the previous sections, we discussed in detail
several centralized methods for topology control to min-
imize the interference while preserving some property
P. Although these centralized methods can find the
optimum or near optimum structures for wireless ad hoc

networks, but they are too expensive to be implemented
in wireless ad hoc networks. In this section, we shift our
attention to localized topology control methods to min-
imize the interference, with an additional requirement
such as hop spanner, length spanner or power spanner.
Here the desired spanning ratio is given. If the structure
is required to bet-length spanner, as shown in [?], for
each linkuv we only need the information of(t/2).‖uv‖
neighborhood (i.e. nodes whose distance to nodeu or
to nodev is less than(t/2).‖uv‖). Similarly for t-hop
spanner it suffices to gather the information ofdk/2e
hops of nodesu and v (i.e. nodes which are at most
dk/2e hops away from nodeu and nodev). Here we say
that a structureH is a t-spanner for power consumption
if for any pair of nodesu and v, the minimum power
of all paths connecting them inH is no more thant
times the minimum power of the best path connecting
them in the original communication graph. Remember
that, the power needed to support a linke = (x, y),
denoted byp(e), is c1 + c2 · ‖xy‖α. The total power of
a pathΠ, denoted byv0v1 · · · vk, connectingu andv is
p(Π) =

∑k−1
i=0 p(vivi+1) = k · c1 + c2 ·

∑k−1
i=0 ‖vivi+1‖α.

Here u is node v1 and v is node vk. Let u →H v
be the path connectingu and v using links inH with
the minimum total power consumption, and its power
consumption is then denoted byp(u →H v). Formally
speaking, a structureH is a t-power-spanner of original
graphG if

max
u,v∈V

p(u →H v)
p(u →G v)

≤ t.

In the remainder of the paper, we assume that the
maximum transmission range of every node isR0 (i.e.,
the maximum transmission power of every node isc1 +
c2R

α
0 ).
Lemma 6:Consider any structureH that is a t-

power-spanner. For any linkuv in the original graph
G, the t-power spanner pathu →H v has an Euclidean
length at mostt · A · (c1 + c2‖uv‖α), where A =
c
1/α
2 (α−1)1+1/α

αc
1−1/α
1

is a constant.
PROOF. Remember that the power cost of using a linkuv
is c1 + c2‖uv‖α. We define themileageof this model as
max0<x

x
c1+c2xα . In other words, milage is the maximum

distance a message can be sent using unit amount of
energy. It is easy to see thatx = α

√
c1

(α−1)c2
achieves the

maximum mileage for this energy model. Clearly the

maximum mileage isc
1/α
2 (α−1)1+1/α

αc
1−1/α
1

. Hereafter, we use
A to denote such mileage.

We then show that the least power pathu →H v
has an Euclidean length, sayx, within some constant
factor of the Euclidean length‖uv‖. From the definition
of mileage, we know that the total power of the path
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u →H v is at leastxA . Since it is at-power-spanner path
for uv, we haveA·x ≤ t(c1+c2‖uv‖α). In other words,
x ≤ t · A · (c1 + c2‖uv‖α).

This lemma implies that nodeu can locally decide
whether a linkuv will be kept in at-power spannerH
by using only the information of nodes within distances
x
2 + ‖uv‖ to node u. The above lemma also implies
that the minimum power path for any linkuv uses only
local neighborhood nodes as long as the mileage (the
maximum ratio of the length of a link over the power
needed to support the direct communication of this link)
is bounded from above by a constant.

Then similar to [?], we can construct a network
topology H such that the maximum interference is
minimized while the structureH is a t-power spanner of
the original communication graph. For the completeness
of the presentation, we still include the algorithm here.
The algorithm is presented from the point view of a node
u.

Algorithm 3: Min-Max Link Interference with at-
power spanner

1) Each wireless device collect the information of
nodes with distanceq · t ·R0.

2) Sort the interference number in ascending order of
all links formed by nodes within distanceq · t ·R0

from u. Let w1, w2, · · · , wm be the sorted list of
link weights. LetU = m and L = 1. Repeat the
following steps untilU = L.

3) Let i = bL+U
2 c andw = wi.

4) Test if the structureH formed by all links with
interference≤ w has a path that is at-power
spanner for each physical linkuv. In other words,
the path has total power at mostt · (c1 + c2‖uv‖2.
If it does, thenU = i, otherwise, thenL = i.

VI. PERFORMANCES ONRANDOM DEPLOYED

NODES

In the previous sections, we studied how to design
topologies with low maximum or average interferences
in the worst case. Worst case performance analysis
provides us the insight how bad these methods could
behave. However, the worst case does happen rarely
in practice. Another important performance analysis is
average performances analysis, which gives us insight
how a structure will perform generally. In this section,
we will show that the most commonly used structures in
the literature could have arbitrarily large maximum node
interferences, but their average interferences are often
bounded by a small constant.

A. Theoretical Analysis

For average performance analysis, we consider a set
of wireless nodes distributed in a two-dimensional unit
square region. The nodes are distributed according to
either the uniform random point process or homogeneous
Poisson process. A point set process is said to be a
uniform random point process, denoted byXn, in a
region Ω if it consists ofn independent points each of
which is uniformly and randomly distributed overΩ. The
standard probabilistic model ofhomogeneous Poisson
processis characterized by the property that the number
of nodes in a region is a random variable depending
only on the area (or volume in higher dimensions) of
the region. In other words,

• The probability that there are exactlyk nodes ap-
pearing in any regionΨ of areaA is (λA)k

k! · e−λA.
• For any regionΨ, the conditional distribution of

nodes inΨ given that exactlyk nodes in the region
is joint uniform.

Given a setV of wireless nodes, several structures
(such as relative neighborhood graph RNG, Gabriel
graph GG, Yao structure, etc) have been proposed for
topology control in wireless ad hoc networks. Therela-
tive neighborhood graph, denoted byRNG(V ), consists
of all edgesuv such that the intersection of two circles
centered atu andv and with radius‖uv‖ do not contain
any vertexw from the setV . The Gabriel graph [?]
GG(V ) contains edge anuv if and only if the disk using
link uv as diameter, denoted bydisk(u, v), contains no
other nodes ofV . We will study the expected maxi-
mum node interference and the expected average node
interference for structures Euclidean Minimum Spanning
Tree (EMST), Gabriel Graph (GG) and the Relative
Neighborhood Graph (RNG).

Let dn be the longest edge of the Euclidean
minimum spanning tree ofn points placed indepen-
dently in 2-dimensions according to standard poisson
distribution with densityn. In [?], they showed that
limn→∞ Pr(nπd2

n − log n ≤ α) = e−e−α

. Notice that
the probability Pr(nπd2

n − log n ≤ log n) will be
sufficiently close to1 when n goes to infinity, while
the probabilityPr(nπd2

n − log n ≤ − log log n) will be
sufficiently close to0 when n goes to infinity. That is
to say, with high probability,nπd2

n is in the range of
[log n− log log n, 2 log n].

Given a region with areaA, let m(A) denote the
number of nodes of inside this region by a Poisson
point process with densityδ. According to the definition
of Poisson distribution, we havePr(m(A) = k) =
e−δA(δA)k

k! . Thus, the expected number of nodes lying
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inside a region with areaA is

E(m(A)) =
∑

k · Pr(m(A) = k) =
∞∑

k=1

e−δA(δA)k

k!
k

= δA

∞∑

k=1

e−δA(δA)k−1

(k − 1)!
= δA.

For a Poisson process with densityn, let uv be the
longest edge of the Euclidean minimum spanning tree,
anddn = ‖uv‖. Then, the expected number of nodes that
fall inside D(u, dn) is E(m(πd2

n)) = nπd2
n, which is

larger thanlog n almost surely, whenn goes to infinity.
That is to say, the expected maximum interference of
Euclidean MST isΘ(log n) for a set of nodes produced
according to a Poisson point process. Consequently, the
expected maximum node interference of any structure
containing MST is at leastΩ(log n). Thus, the expected
maximum node interference of structure GG, RNG and
Yao structures are also at leastΩ(log n). The above
analysis shows that all commonly used structures for
topology control in wireless ad hoc networks generally
have a large maximum node interference even forran-
domlydeployed nodes.

Our following analysis will show that the average
interference of all nodes of these structures is small
for a randomly deployed network. Consider a setV
of wireless nodes produced by Poisson point process.
Given a structureG, let IG(ui) be the node interference
caused by a nodeui, i.e., the number of nodes inside the
transmission region of nodeui. Here the transmission
region of nodeui is a disk centered atui whose radius
is the lengthri of the longest incident links ofG at node
ui. Hence, the expected average node interference is

E(
∑n

i=1 IG(ui)
n

) =
1
n

E(
n∑

i=1

IG(ui)) =
1
n

n∑

i=1

E(IG(ui))

=
1
n

n∑

i=1

E(m(πr2
i )) =

1
n

n∑

i=1

(nπr2
i )

=
n∑

i=1

(πr2
i ) ≤ 2

∑

ei∈G

(πe2
i ).

The last inequality follows from the fact thatri is the
length of some edge inG and each edge inG can be
used by at most two nodes to define its radiusri.

Theopen diamondsubtended by a line segmentuv,
denoted byD(uv, θ), is the rhombus with sides of length
‖uv‖/(2 cos θ), where0 ≤ θ ≤ π/3 is a parameter. See
Figure ?? for an illustration. It was proven in [?] that
the diamonds defined with parameterθ = π/6 by any
two edges of the Euclidean minimum spanning tree do
not overlap. In addition they proved that the total area

y

θ
x

θu v

Fig. 4. The diamond expanded from linkuv.

of these diamonds defined by edges of EMST of a set
of points inside a unit disk is at most4π/3. Let ei, 1 ≤
i ≤ n− 1 be the length of all edges of the EMST ofn
points inside a unit disk. Consequently, they showed that∑

ei∈EMST e2
i ≤ 8π/

√
3. They further improved this to∑

ei∈EMST e2
i ≤ 12 using a more refined approach.

Thus, the expected average node interference of the
structure EMST is

E(
∑n

i=1 IEMST (ui)
n

) ≤ 2
∑

ei∈EMST

(πe2
i ) ≤ 24π.

For RNG graph, similar to the proof of [?], we can show
that

∑
ei∈RNG e2

i ≤ 8π/
√

3. This implies that

E(
∑n

i=1 IRNG(ui)
n

) ≤ 2
∑

ei∈RNG

(πe2
i ) ≤ 16π2/

√
3.

We then summarize the above discussions by the
following theorem.

Theorem 7:For a set of nodes produced by a Pois-
son point process with densityn, the expected maximum
node interferences (thus link interferences) of EMST,
GG, RNG and Yao structures are at leastΘ(log n) with
high probability; the expected average node interferences
(thus link interferences) of EMST and RNG are bounded
from above by some constants with high probability.

VII. S IMULATION STUDIES

A. Simulation Environment

We conducted extensive simulations to study the
performance of different models and approaches intro-
duced in this paper. The network is modelled by unit
disk graph. We put different number of nodes that are
randomly placed in a7 × 7 square and the maximum
transmission range of each node is set to1.

B. Link Based Interference

We first study the performance of the optimum
structures when different spanning ratio requirement is
posted. Our simulation results are plotted in Figure??.
A critical observation is that the maximum interference
does increase with the increasing of network density as
we showed theoretically.
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C. Node based Interference

For the first model of the node based interference,
minimizing the maximum node interference is equivalent
to minimizing the the maximum link interference we
studied in the previous subsection. In addition, we know
that the minimum spanning tree of the link-weighted
interference graph defined for link interference has an
average node interference no more than2 times of
the optimum. Thus, we will concentrate our simulation
studies in the second model of the node interference.

For node interference that only considers the num-
ber of nodes within the transmission range of a node,
our experiential results are plotted in Figure??.

D. Comparison of Structures

We also compare the performance of out centralized
(almost) optimum connected structures that minimize
the maximum link interference, or average node in-
terferences with various locally constructed structures
such as Gabriel graph, relative neighborhood graph and
the local minimum spanning tree. Figure?? illustrates
the performance comparisons of various structures in
terms of link interferences and node interferences. An
observation is that although the localized structures are
not optimum, their performances are comparable with
the optimum solution,, especially the local minimum
spanning tree.

VIII. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Topology control draw considerable attentions re-
cently in wireless ad hoc networks for energy con-
servation. In this paper, we studied various problems
of topology control when we have to minimize the
interference of the constructed structure. We optimally
solved some problems, gave approximation algorithms
for some NP-hard questions, and also gave some ef-
ficient heuristics for some questions that seems to be
NP-hard. We conducted extensive simulations to see
how these new structures perform for random wireless
networks. We also theoretically showed that the most
commonly used localized structures in the literature has
large maximum interference even for random networks.
On the other hand, we show that the local minimum
spanning tree and the relative neighborhood graph has a
constant bounded average interference ratio for randomly
deployed networks. As a future work, we would like to
know whether our greedy heuristics for the min-average
node interference does give a constant approximation
guarantee.
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Fig. 5. The maximum interference of the optimum structures with different length spanning ratio requirement (a), hop spanning ratio
requirement (b), and power spanning ratio requirement (c).
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Fig. 6. The maximum interference of the optimum structures with different length spanning ratio requirement (a), hop spanning ratio
requirement (b), and power spanning ratio requirement (c). Part (d) is the comparison of various topologies in terms of the maximum link
interference.
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